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ABSTRACT 
 
SAS Clinical Data Integration simplifies the transformation of raw data into submission-ready datasets that conform to 
CDISC data standards. It also has a built-in transformation that creates a define.xml file from a study’s CDISC domains, 
with just a few simple selections required from the end user. With the appropriate metadata definitions, the built-in 
transformation will pick up and include computational algorithms and controlled terminology codelists in the resulting 
define.xml file. In SAS Clinical Data Integration 2.6, a new feature was added that simplifies the process of adding 
information about supplemental documents and value-level metadata to the define.xml file. This paper will provide 
examples and instructions for creating a submission-ready define.xml file complete with the appropriate computational 
algorithms, controlled terminology codelists, value-level metadata, and supplemental documents using SAS Clinical 
Data Integration. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper uses the CDISC01 example study SDTM domain metadata and define.xml version 2.0 file available from 
CDISC as a reference for a complete, submission-ready defin.xml file. All screenshots of the define.xml file use the 
default stylesheet for easy viewing in a web browser. This paper also highlights the available features of SAS Clinical 
Data Integration (CDI) version 2.6. This paper assumes the reader is familiar with the use of SAS Clinical Data 
Integration and has an intermediate understanding of define.xml files. 
 
The major sections of a define file are 

 Links to external documents (annotated case report form [CRF], reviewer’s guide, complex algorithms 
document, etc.) 

 Tabulation Datasets 
 Value Level Metadata 
 Controlled Terminology 
 Computational Algorithms 
 Comments 

 
GAPS BETWEEN THE DEFAULT SAS CLINICAL DATA INTEGRATION GENERATED 
DEFINE.XML FILE AND A SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML FILE 
 
SAS Clinical Data Integration makes it very easy to generate a define.xml file. The product stores the metadata for the 
study and its domains. The user runs the CDISC-Define Creation transformation, which uses the stored metadata to 
generate most of the define.xml file. The following examples assume that a user has imported the CDISC SDTM 3.1.2 
data standard into CDI as provided with CDI and has not modified any of the clinical metadata for any of the domains 
or its columns. In that case, there are a few gaps between what CDI will produce and what a company needs in order 
to have a submission-ready define.xml file. In the following screen shots comparisons, major features of a submission-
ready define.xml file are highlighted alongside the basic define.xml file produced by CDI. 
 

      
FIGURE 1: CONTENTS, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML  FIGURE 2: CONTENTS, DEFAULT CDI DEFINE.XML 
 
Figure1 shows the table of contents link that appears in the submission-ready define.xml file. It includes all of the major 
sections of a define file listed above. Figure 2 shows the table of contents link that appears in the define.xml file 
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generated by SAS Clinical Data Integration when none of the included CDISC metadata is modified. You’ll notice there 
are no links to external documents, no value level metadata, and no computational algorithms.  
 
The summary of the tabulation datasets is displayed at the beginning of the define file. The Description field is a 
hyperlink to the details for the dataset. The Location field is a hyperlink to the SAS V5 transport file for the dataset. 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 below show the submission-ready define.xml file and the default CDI define.xml file, respectively. 
Notice that the Documentation field contains a reference to the appropriate section of the Reviewer’s Guide and a 
hyperlink to the document in the submission-ready define.xml file. The default CDI define.xml file has no documentation 
comments for any domains.  
 

FIGURE 3: SUMMARY OF TABULATION DATASETS, SUBMISSION-READ DEFINE.XML 
 

 
FIGURE 4: SUMMARY OF TABULATION DATASETS, DEFAULT CDI DEFINE.XML 
 
Below the list of tabulation datasets, each dataset’s metadata is listed. This includes the variable names, labels, key 
indicator, variable type, and length. It also includes links to controlled terminology codelists within the define.xml 
document, the origin of each variable, and any derivation notes (computational algorithms) or comments.Figure 5 below 
displays the TI domain metadata from the submission-ready define.xml file. Notice that the origin is populated, and 
some of the variables hyperlink to specific pages in the annotated CRF. Figure 6 below displays the TI domain metadata 
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from the default CDI define.xml file. Three things to note are that the codelist for IECAT is not hyperlinked, Origin is not 
populated for any variables, and there are extensive comments for every variable. The comment field is being populated 
with the CDISC Notes from the SDTM Implementation Guide. While these notes and comments are helpful in 
understanding how to implement the SDTM data model, these comments are generally not appropriate to pass on to 
regulatory agencies as comments for a specific study. The Origin field is blank for all variables because this is not 
populated in the SDTM 3.1.2 default data standard since these values are study-specific. The IECAT codelist is 
specified for the IECAT variable by default in the SDTM 3.1.2 data standard included with CDI. However, this study 
does not use a codelist for IECAT. Therefore it is not hyperlinked because it is not included in the study’s Controlled 
Terminology Package in CDI and hence is not available to be added to the define.xml file. Additionally, the IETESTCD 
and IECAT variables are using codelists according to the submission-ready define.xml file. They are in the study’s 
Controlled Terminology Package, but since the SDTM 3.1.2 default data standard does not specify those codelists for 
those variables, it is not part of the define.xml file. 
 

 
FIGURE 5: TI DOMAIN METADATA, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML 
 

 
FIGURE 6: TI DOMAIN METADATA, DEFAULT CDI DEFINE.XML 
 
Figure7 and Figure 8 below illustrate additional information found in the tabulation dataset listings. Figure 7 shows the 
submission-ready define.xml file. The RFSTDTC and RFENDTC variables have computational algorithms specified in 
the Derivation/Comment field. The AGE variable specifies a computational algorithm and directs the reviewer to the 
Complex Algorithms external document with a hyperlink. Figure 8 shows the default CDI define.xml file, which again 
contains the CDISC Notes for comments and no values for the Origin field. 
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FIGURE 7: DM DOMAIN METADATA, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML 
 

 
FIGURE 8: DM DOMAIN METADATA, DEFAULT CDI DEFINE.XML 
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SAS Clinical Data Integration 2.6 does offer support for value level metadata, but the procedure for adding it to a study 
is new in this version. This paper will cover how to add the value level metadata in the following section that describes 
how to turn the default CDI define.xml file into a submission-ready define.xml file. Figure 9 below illustrates the value 
level metadata for the SC domain in the submission-ready define.xml file.  
 

FIGURE 9: VALUE LEVEL METADATA, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML 
 
The next section of the define file is the computational algorithms. Just like the Origin, these algorithms are study-
specific and are not included in the SDTM 3.1.2 data standard that is included with CDI. Figure 10 below shows part of 
the computational algorithm section from the submission-ready define.xml file. Notice that the Age computational 
algorithm is identical to the Derivation/Comment for Age in the DM domain metadata in Figure 7.  

FIGURE 10: COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML 
 
The final section in the define.xml file is the comments. The comments listed here are a copy of the comments listed in 
the Derivation/Comments field in each domain’s metadata listing. Notice that the comments from the submission-ready 
define.xml file in Figure 11 are the comments intended for the regulatory agency, while the comments from the default 
CDI define.xml file in Figure 12 are the CDISC Notes from the SDTM Implementation Guide. 
 

 
FIGURE 11: COMMENTS, SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML 
 

 
FIGURE 12: COMMENTS, DEFAULT CDI DEFINE.XML  
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Clearly, the default CDI define.xml file needs some work. However, many of the issues highlighted in the previous 
section are easily resolved by making use of study-specific controlled terminology and custom data standards. I have 
written papers previously on both topics. A How-To Guide for Extending Controlled Terminology in SAS Clinical Data 
Integration discusses how to specify the precise terminology needed for a study in a way that CDI can recognize and 
use it, including placing the codeslists in the define.xml file. Managing Custom Data Standards in SAS Clinical Data 
Integration gives step by step instructions on defining a study-specific data standard that would include the correct 
values for origin, computational method, comments, and codelists for a study. This would eliminate most of the manual 
work that will be described in the following section and is far more efficient.  
 
HOW TO TURN THE DEFAULT SAS CLINICAL DATA INTEGRATION GENERATED 
DEFINE.XML FILE INTO A SUBMISSION-READY DEFINE.XML FILE 
 
DOMAIN PROPERTIES: MODIFYING DOMAIN-LEVEL COMMENTS AND LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
 
To view a domain’s properties, double click the domain in the Folders tree in the study. The Notes tab of the domain 
properties has a field called Quick Note. This value is what is used in the Documentation field in the summary of 
Tabulation Datasets at the very beginning of the define.xml file. Figure 3 showed a comment for the DM domain 
directing the reviewer to the Reviewer’s Guide. Instructions for adding the hyperlink are described below in the Study 
Properties section. For the remaining text, just type it into the Quick Notes field (Figure 13).  
 

 
FIGURE 13: QUICK NOTE FIELD IN DOMAIN PROPERTIES 
 
Notice in Figure 3 and Figure 4 the value of the description under Location is different; one document uses the text 
“dm.xpt” as the hyperlink while the other uses “Demographics SAS Transport File”. This value is flexible and may be 
changed by modifying the Archive Title value on the Clinical tab in the domain properties (Figure 14). 
 

http://www.lexjansen.com/phuse/2013/ts/TS03.pdf
http://www.lexjansen.com/pharmasug/2015/DS/PharmaSUG-2015-DS19-SAS.pdf
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FIGURE 14: ARCHIVE TITLE FIELD IN DOMAIN PROPERTIES 
 
COLUMN PROPERTIES: MODIFYING VARIABLE-LEVEL COMMENTS, COMPUTATIONAL 
ALGORITHMS, ORIGIN, AND CODELISTS USED 
 
To view a column’s properties, select the column from the Columns tab of the domain properties, right click, and select 
Properties. Similarly to domain properties, there is a Quick Note field on the Notes tab of the column properties, which 
is used as the Derivation/Comment value when it is populated. Delete the CDISC Note populated by default. Replace 
it with a comment for the reviewer, if necessary (Figure 15).  
 

 
FIGURE 15: QUICK NOTE FIELD IN COLUMN PROPERTIES 
 
On the Clinical tab, several more properties affect the define.xml file. The Method field is empty by default; enter the 
computational algorithm for a variable in this field. If the field needs to be hyperlinked to an external document for 
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complex algorithms, that will be described in the Study Properties section below. Just add the text for the algorithm, 
leaving off the hyperlink’s text (Figure 16). 
 
The Origin field is also empty by default; enter the origin for the variable (Figure 16). If the Origin is to be hyperlinked 
to the annotated CRF, the value entered in the Origin field should be CRF (Figure 17). The following section, Study 
Properties, describes how to specify the actual pages to be hyperlinked  
 

  
FIGURE 16: METHOD, ORIGIN FIELD IN DOMAIN PROPERTIES 
 
The Term and XML Codelist fields specify the controlled terminology codelist the variable uses. Many variables have 
default values set for these by the SDTM 3.1.2 data standard. However, a study may not use that default. It may not 
use any codelist at all, or it may use a different codelist. Some variables that do not have a default codelist specified 
do actually use a codelist. To specify the codelist to use for a study, enter the codelist name in the XML Codelist field 
and also in the Term field, but in the Term field it should be enclosed in parenthesis (Figure 17). Delete both fields if 
the variable does not use a codelist, but a default one has been specified. 
 

 
FIGURE 17: ORIGIN, TERM, XML CODELIST FIELDS IN COLUMN PROPERTIES 
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STUDY PROPERTIES: ADDING VALUE LEVEL METADATA AND EXTERNAL DOCUMENTS 
 
Newly available in CDI 2.6 is the ability to add value level metadata and supplemental documents from within the CDI 
application. If you open a Study’s Properties and select the Study tab, you will find fields to add a Value Level Metadata 
Table and a Supplemental Documents Table. Selecting the Add… button will walk you through a wizard asking you to 
specify the library and location in the Folder tree for the table. It will then create a zero-observation dataset that must 
then be populated with the value level metadata or supplemental document information intended for the define.xml file.  
 

 
FIGURE 18: STUDY PROPERTIES – VALUE LEVEL METADATA AND SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS TABLES 
 
CDISC-DEFINE CREATION PROPERTIES: ORDERING DOMAINS FOR TABULATION DATASETS 
LISTING ORDER 
 
On the tables tab of the CDISC-Define Creation transformation, on the bottom right, there is a button labeled “Order 
Tables”. Selecting this button allows the user to specify the order in which the domains will appear in the Tabulation 
Datasets section of the define.xml document. The default is alphabetical order, but domains may be moved using the 
Move Up and Move Down buttons (Figure 19). 
 

   
FIGURE 19: ORDER TABLES DIALOG BOX  
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CONCLUSION 
 
SAS Clinical Data Integration makes the generation of a define.xml file simple. The built-in CDISC-Define Creation 
transformation does the work of reading the study, domain, and column metadata stored inside CDI, using SAS 
Clinical Standards Toolkit macros to generate the xml document. When using the CDISC standard included with CDI, 
some of the pieces of a submission-ready define.xml file are missing, such as the origin, hyperlinks to external 
documents, computational algorithms, and value level metadata. By making use of study-specific controlled 
terminology codelists, study-specific data standards, and the new feature that supports value level metadata and 
supplemental documents, CDI can generate a fully submission-ready define.xml file.  
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